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I Want to Say Thank You

October has arrived and with it we have seen a rapid drop in temperature, a significant increase in rain, and a noticeable difference
in sunlight hours. The changing of the seasons reflects the changing situations in our lives. We are grateful that God continues to
sustain us and that He chooses to do so through you!
This past month we helped some new teammates get settled in to Munich. Originally they were recruited to be a part of a program
that would have them start in Munich to get acclimated to the culture and learn German. After two years, they will move to their
final ministry site. However, due to unforeseen challenges, the staff family who was leading this program was forced to make the
decision to return stateside. As a result, we have become the default backup. We are very grateful for the help and the new
teammates, but are also a bit overwhelmed with adding something unplanned to our already overflowing plates. Thankfully, God
continues to sustain and help us.
One way we saw this was in getting the family from the airport to their new home. They arrived with three young boys and 18
suitcases. Fortunately, we received transport help from one of the members of MICC. After transferring everyone to their new
home, Dennis shared a few thoughts with Luke. He mentioned how thankful he was that our family was at MICC and agreed to
follow God's call in pastoring the church. Dennis also shared how surprised he was to discover that we were support based
missionaries and not being financially compensated by MICC. After talking about this for a bit, Dennis made the following
statement, "I am the one benefiting from the sacrifices that your donors are making. They are not directly benefiting from your
ministry efforts, but I am. And I just want to be able to say thank you to them!"
Dennis' words express what we know many of the members of MICC would also want to say to you! Your gracious generosity and
sacrificial giving is not only appreciated by us, but by those who we are blessed to serve. Are you having an impact through your
donations? Dennis is living proof that you are! The hard earned dollars that you give are touching lives and impacting faces. Thank
you for your amazing partnership! We want to thank you on our behalf, on the behalf of Dennis, and on the behalf of all those
amongst whom we are ministering! You are partnering alongside us to minister to these individuals!
Speaking of MICC, we want to thank you for your prayers and ask that you would continue to pray. It is a serious challenge to
keep the balance of 20 hours a week. In a healthy church situation this would be difficult, but it is even more so since MICC is not
a healthy situation. Thankfully we know the Great Physician who is the sole head of MICC and every other church. In the first
month at MICC we have seen one elder resign due to burnout, a deacon step down for the same reasons, frustrations amongst the
congregation over past lack of communication and issues, and a staff team that is very leery from former leadership. Thankfully,
we have also seen God moving and at work. The church as a whole has been extremely welcoming toward us and there has been a
visible sigh of relief. Despite the challenges, we see a lot of hope and a lot of potential. Please join us in praying for wisdom as we
seek out the right associate pastor. Having the additional help will lighten the load and be a huge blessing for the church. If you
ever are curious, you can find MICC's services on YouTube (just search for MICC - Munich International Community Church).
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Tax Shock

One of the challenges of living overseas is figuring out the legal requirements. Often
these depend on the length of stay, residence permit status, country of origin,
workplace, and many other factors. One of those aspects is the tax codes. Germany is
one of the countries that requires all residence permit holders to pay taxes regardless
of their type of work (Hungary exempted all non-profit employees). While we knew
we would need to pay taxes, we had an extraordinarily difficult time getting
information regarding the amount. Despite attempting to ask teammates and others,
the most we could learn was that it was complicated and we needed to find a
competent tax attorney.
Unfortunately, we couldn't ever get any estimates or leads on who to use. The most
we heard was that we should budget a bit, but that the child money (equivalent to the
child tax deductions) would cover most of the costs. Armed with that information we
set about trying to find an attorney and finally were able to contact someone who was
listed as specializing in helping international people file their German taxes.
Over the past month we finally heard from our tax attorney that he had prepared the
tax return and was estimating that we would owe 21,000 EUR for the 6 months we
were in Germany in 2021. AS you can imagine, this was quite a shock to us! A few
weeks prior, much to our frustration, we began hearing some significantly higher
numbers being quoted to our new teammates. While we are sure it wasn't
intentional, it was very disappointing to see that the information we had been trying
to request was available and simply not passed on to us. In the process, we have
sought to get a second opinion as the amount quoted is equivalent to the amount
most missionaries are paying for an entire year. Thankfully, we have found a
Christian attorney whose mission is to help missionaries avoid overpaying taxes. He
has already stated he thinks several things were misfiled by the first attorney. Please
pray for us to manage to get this amount reduced and pray for God to bring
additional partners to help us account for the huge tax percentages in Germany.
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The German word for tax is
Steuer which is pronounced
stoy-er.

Prayer Requests:
- Second tax opinion
- Additional support
- MICC and transitions
- Adoption travel to China to
resume

Praises:
- God working at MICC!
- Good start to school
- Arrival of the Ziehr family
and Adair, new teammates
- Opportunities in Albania

Thank you so much for your
partnership in the Gospel! We
are so blessed by YOU!
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